For Immediate Release

PixelTools Adds Ultra HD Encoding Support

MPEGRepairHD and ExpertHD updated to include Ultra HD presets

Cupertino CA – 12 February 2008 – PixelTools today announced the release of version 4.59g of their high end video encoding tools MPEGRepairHD and ExpertHD that now include encoding support for the new Ultra HD monitors.

“We are happy to provide the highest quality video encoding to demonstrate the remarkable clarity of the new Ultra HD displays. We have provided monitor manufacturers with virtually lossless encoding for their High Definition and Standard definition monitors and we will do the same for them as they make inroads in the Ultra HD market” commented Mark Conover, CTO.

PixelTools produces and publishes a broad line of MPEG software utilities along with the best selling MPEGRepairHD, a MPEG utility that will encode, decode, analyze and edit MPEG streams. Professional video compressionists have found MPEGRepairHD to be an essential tool with a wide variety of uses ranging from real-time high definition MPEG encoding to inserting of closed captioning headers into existing streams. Along with ultra high quality encoding, MPEGRepairHD will also mux and de-mux MPEG program and transport streams video and MPEG, AC-3, DTS, and AAC audio.

For more information or to request a demo contact Richard Kors at tools@pixeltools.com or visit the www.pixeltools.com